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After posing with a rusty sword for a photo in a British graveyard, Britt Arthurs is pulled through time

all the way back to the age of King Arthur where the shockingly young and handsome Merlin is

waiting for her. The wizard has some bad news: the real Arthur has run off with a shepherdess, and

whoever pulls the sword from the stone is to become the King of England. Unfortunately for Britt, the

sword slides out like butter when she pulls it after fighting with Merlin. Long Live King Arthurs!The

King Arthurs and Her Knights series pegs a modern girl against the strange events of ancient

England. The stories are based on Arthurian legends and are sprinkled with humor, knightly love,

and a dash of magic. If you enjoy strong characters and tales about the Round Table, check out the

King Arthurs and Her Knights today!
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Few authors can carry this story with such aplomb and deftness as K. M. Shea. Britt Arthurs gets

sent back centuries from midern London to King Arthur's time. The real Arthur absconded with a

shepardess, leaving Merlin and the Knights loyal to Uther Pendragon to decide whether or not they



were going to make a young woman King. They decided to do so but Britt surprised them her skills

and vision of Camelot as a place for Justice. The book moves quickly, twists the classic plot enough

to make it interesting but remains true to the legend, resulting in an excellent story for girls who may

be looking for a role model. I started the book, curious as to how K. M. Shea would switch the sex of

Arthur. She did it without overstretching the credibility of the story. It is not difficult to imagine him as

a beardless young man who is slightly effeminate but ferocious in battle. I am now very interested to

see how she handles Guinevere and Lancelot.

Yet another wonderful story by KM Shea! I enjoyed Robyn Hood (which also features a well known

tale with the main character gender switched) but this King Arthur story is even better! I love how it

feels familiar to all the King Arthur stories I've heard my whole life, but has such a freshness to it as

the characters are given real depth and how Merlin and company work to prevent everyone from

discovering that "King Arthur" is actually a Queen (with serious pwanage)! Can't wait for the next

one (and VERY happy the ending of this one is not a cliffhanger!).

I thoroughly enjoyed this quick and easy read! Thanks to a Merlin-created spell protagonist Britt

Arthurs is transported back in time to take on the role of King Arthur after the real Arthur absconds

with a girl right before the start of the events that make up the legend. Merlin, while surprised that

his spell brought him a 21st century American woman, has no problem with any of this, and Britt's

riding and fencing skills ease her smoothly into the role.The tale covers the time span between

Arthur's (Britt's) pulling of the sword from the stone through acquisition of Excalibur, the move to

Camelot and the first battle against the anti-Arthurians.The story is handled well, the characters are

actually plastic and lifelike and many of the problems are more than historical. It has touches of

humor as well as some serious comment. Thumbs up!

I have become an avid reader of KM Shea. Out of all her books I love the King Arthur and Her

Knights the most and I keep rereading them. Brit has been ripped from her life and dropped into the

world of kings and queens. She faces many trials and has great reactions to each new person she

comes across. I would defiantly recommend this if your looking for a fantastic story to enjoy.

When I first came across this book I was nervous.I always enjoyed the legends of King Arthur, ever

since my Dad told me about them before I went to sleep and I wasn't sure how the stories could be

adapted.However, I was proved wrong.K.M Shea was able to change the story in such a way that it



still stayed true to the original tales. I commend her on the time and research she must have done to

create such an enjoyable read.The plot is well thought out and the characters are devolped.I can

honestly say this is one of my favorite books and I eagerly await the next one.

I absolutely loved this series! I could not put it down and when I did, I couldn't wait to pick it back up

to read some more. I was able to read all 7 books in a matter of days I couldn't put them down! K.M.

Shea is one of my new favorite authors!

Love KM Shea! I enjoy her characters, their strengths and weaknesses and who they become along

the journey from beginning to end. I recommend her books for anyone who likes a good story, a

good retelling with a twist, of a fairytale. I recommend her books to those who like a "clean" story

with good morals.

Truthfully, I waited a long time before I read this book. I am a fan of K.M. Shea's books (having read

almost all of them), but I don't like "modern girl goes back to medieval times" books, in fact I hate

that premise. HOWEVER, I was happily surprised to really enjoy this book! I then quickly devoured

the following 5 books and I eagerly look forward to any more books in the series. Britt and Merlin are

really fun characters. An easy and fast read, very entertaining and enjoyable.
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